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Abstract— Autonomous racing provides the opportunity to
test safety-critical perception pipelines at their limit. This paper
describes the practical challenges and solutions to applying
state-of-the-art computer vision algorithms to build a low-
latency, high-accuracy perception system for DUT18 Driverless
(DUT18D), a 4WD electric race car with podium finishes at
all Formula Driverless competitions for which it raced. The
key components of DUT18D include YOLOv3-based object
detection, pose estimation, and time synchronization on its dual
stereovision/monovision camera setup. We highlight modifica-
tions required to adapt perception CNNs to racing domains,
improvements to loss functions used for pose estimation, and
methodologies for sub-microsecond camera synchronization
among other improvements. We perform a thorough experi-
mental evaluation of the system, demonstrating its accuracy
and low-latency in real-world racing scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous racing presents a unique opportunity to test

commonly-applied, safety-critical perception and autonomy
algorithms in extreme situations at the limit of vehicle
handling. As such, work on autonomous race cars has seen
a strong uptick since the 2004 DARPA Challenge [43], from
both industry [5, 9] and academia [21, 24, 25, 34, 44, 48]. In
recent years, autonomous vehicles have grown increasingly
reliant on camera-based perception [12, 28], due to the sensor
modality’s low cost and high information density. This paper
contributes a full-stack design used to translate state-of-
the-art computer vision algorithms into an accurate, low-
latency computer vision system used on DUT18 Driverless,
a 4WD electric racecar with podium finishes at all Formula
Driverless competitions in which it raced [1, 2, 3].

Of critical importance in autonomous driving is the latency
of the hardware and software stack. Latency directly im-
pacts the safety and responsiveness of autonomous vehicles.
Based on measurements from DUT18D, the visual percep-
tion system in an autonomous vehicle dominates the latency
of the entire autonomy stack (perception, mapping, state
estimation, planning, and controls), occupying nearly 60%
[8] of the end-to-end latency. Prior work corroborates this
observation citing the intense computational load of modern
visual processing as the source of latency bottlenecks in high-
speed autonomous vehicles [16]. Despite its importance,
low-latency visual perception remains riddled with practical
challenges across the entire stack, from noisy image capture
and data transmission to accurate positioning in an unmapped
environment. To our knowledge, there remains no available
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Fig. 1. DUT18D racing on track, with vision hardware mounted on the
car’s main roll hoop (top). Frame captured from the monocular camera
(bottom), with an example detected track landmark (inset)

prior work detailing the full-stack design of a high-accuracy,
low-latency perception system for autonomous driving.

To this end, we describe the design and evaluation of a
camera-based perception system employed by DUT18D –
an autonomous racecar boasting 1.2g static accelerations and
100kph top speeds built for the Formula Student Driverless
competitions [19]. This camera-based perception system was
designed to perceive and position landmarks on a map using
multiple CNNs for object detection and depth-estimation.
The design targeted high-accuracy and low-latency across
outdoor weather and lighting conditions in the USA, Italy,
Germany, and the Netherlands. The car is also equipped with
an isolated LiDAR system to improve safety through sensor
redundancy, however this will not be the focus of this work.

This paper provides four key contributions: (i) an open de-
sign of a thoroughly-tested low-latency vision stack for high-
performance autonomous racing, (ii) a comprehensive de-
scription of our solutions to common bottlenecks deploying
state-of-the-art CV algorithms: new techniques for domain
adaptation of pre-trained CNN-based object detectors, useful
loss function modifications for landmark pose estimation,
and microsecond time synchronization of multiple cameras,
(iii) open-source C++ modules for mobile-GPU accelerated
DNN inference, landmark pose estimation, and a plug-and-
play visual perception system for Formula Student racecars3,
and (iv) a publicly available 10K+ pose-estimation/bounding-
box dataset for traffic cones of multiple colors and sizes3.
Although developed in the context of Formula Driverless,
the methods presented in this work can be adapted to a wide
range of perception systems used for autonomous platforms.
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II. RELATED WORK
Prior literature in high-performance autonomy has largely

focused on controls [7, 24, 28, 34], planning [47, 48], full-
vehicle integration [9, 44], or multi-sensor fusion [21]. This
paper extends these works to the perception domain, solving
challenges pertaining to full-stack visual perception system.

Other prior works related to computer vision tasks have
explored more narrow solutions to monocular depth es-
timation [17, 20, 39, 49], stereo depth and pose estima-
tion [6, 10, 26, 40], fused monocular/stereo pose estimation
[13], 2D object detection [23, 31, 37, 38, 46], obstacle detec-
tion [29, 30, 32], and instance segmentation [11, 36, 41, 42]
among others [18, 50, 51]. These papers are useful to guide
system design, but ignore critical system level challenges
that arise in real world systems: training dataset domain
mismatch, lens effects, timing issues that impact the la-
tency/accuracy trade-off, and more. To the best of our
knowledge, this work is the first to (1) tie together a system
that addresses these emergent issues, (2) thoroughly details
the solutions and methodology that went into designing a full
perception system, and (3) validates system performance us-
ing fixed dataset benchmarks and competition environments.

III. SYSTEM TASK AND REQUIREMENTS
The goal of this perception system is to accurately localize

environment landmarks (traffic cones for this application)
that demarcate the racetrack while adhering to regulations set
by Formula Student Driverless [19]. The track is delineated
by blue cones on the left, yellow cones on the right, and
orange cones at the start and finish. The downstream mapping
system then uses these landmarks to create and update the
track map with a sample illustrated in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Sample autocross track (left). Cases that drive minimum look-ahead
requirements (top right) and FOV requirements (bottom right).

To ensure the overall vehicle performance is never bottle-
necked by the perception system we identify four system
requirements quantifying efficiency, accuracy, and coverage
area. With minor adjustments these requirements and the
process used to obtain values for them can be generalized to
assist in the design of other visual perception systems:

1) Latency: total time from a landmark coming into the
perception system’s view to the time it is localized.
This puts a requirement on the system’s ’efficiency’.

2) Mapping Accuracy: max allowed landmark localization
error. This puts a requirement on system accuracy.

3) Horizontal Field-of-View (FOV): the arc of visibility.

4) Look-ahead Distance: longest straight-line distance in
which accuracy is maintained. With FOV, these put
requirements on the system’s coverage area.

To guide design choices we derived quantitative values
for each requirement. Mapping accuracy was driven by the
downstream mapper’s data association capabilities [22, 33]
dictating a maximum localization error of 0.5m. For latency,
we developed a kinematic model of DUT18D and simulated
a safe, emergency stop from top speed (25m/s) during a
Formula Student acceleration run. From this, we derived a
maximum 350ms view-to-actuation latency of which down-
stream systems required 150ms translating to a perception
latency budget of 200ms – consistent with prior work [15].
Horizontal FOV is lower-bounded by unmapped hairpin U-
turns, where the competition rules dictate the minimum
radius. As shown in Figure 2, the system must perceive
landmarks on the inside apex of the turn in order to plan
an optimal trajectory which results in a minimum FOV of
101◦. Required look-ahead distance depends on the full-
stack-latency and vehicle deceleration rates. To quantify this
we built a kinematic model of the vehicle at top track-drive
speed (15 m/s) going into a hairpin turn as shown in Figure 2.
This yields the largest braking distance and, in turn, the
maximum required look-ahead distance, 19.6m.

IV. HARDWARE STACK

A difficulty which arises during the design process is
balancing the trade offs between software and hardware
performance. A small focal-length lens, for example, will
provide a large field-of-view but result in few pixels on
the long-range landmarks for the algorithms to localize.
This can be compensated for by using sensors with small
physical pixels but will then result in dark images due to the
small light capture area. To select an appropriate hardware
configuration, namely lens focal-length and physical camera
sensor pixel size, we developed a model based on a pin-
hole camera detecting landmarks with known dimensions
(0.33m) at the maximum look-ahead distance. As shown
in Figure 3, this can be used to determine the needed
software performance, measured by the minimum number
of pixels required to accurately localize a landmark, for a
given hardware configuration. Consistent with state-of-art
work [14, 37] we assume 20 pixels are needed, as represented
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Fig. 3. Long-range camera options. The chosen configuration (4.55um 2x
binned pixels/12mm focal length) is plotted for reference.
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by the dashed line in this figure. The optimal configuration
is a system that (1) stays above this line, (2) maximizes pixel
size (i.e. maximizing light capture), and (3) minimizes focal
length (i.e. maximizing FOV). Figure 3 illustrates how these
are mutually exclusive with each other.

The ideal camera hardware for each of the cases outlined
in Figure 2 have opposing specifications due to the inherent
look-ahead distance and FOV trade-off in camera-based
systems. To satisfy the requirements for each of these cases a
two camera architecture was deployed with a stereo camera
used for long-range detection and a monocular camera for
short-range detection. An overview of the hardware used for
this system are shown in Figure 4. As will be discussed,
our work found that the largest performance benefits were
derived from software improvements. In order to focus
efforts on software performance, the hardware was selected
based on a configuration which satisfied the requirements,
rather than determining a globally optimum layout.

Fig. 4. A 10cm baseline stereo pair made from two Basler daA1600-60um
+ 12mm lenses (with 2x pixel binning on sensor) were used along with a
Pointgrey GS3-U3-23S6C-C + 3.5mm lens. Stereo matching was done on a
Nerian FPGA creating low latency dense disparity maps using a semi-global
matching algorithm. The disparity map and images from both pipelines were
then processed on an Nvidia Jetson Xavier where landmarks are detected
and depth estimates are extracted. The localized landmarks were then sent
to a separate compute unit for the remainder of the autonomous pipeline.

Ideally, a dual stereovision system would be used to
reduce depth estimation complexity; this was infeasible due
to packaging constraints by the competition rules. Benefits,
however, of monocular vision include reduced part count
and calibration efforts which proved to be advantageous.
To simplify the more complex monocular depth estimation
process, the monocular camera was used for short-range
detection rather than long-range detection as the pixel space
location of a landmark on a globally flat surface is more
sensitive to pose when up-close, making it easier to localize.
The viewing regions of our system are shown in Figure 5.

V. SOFTWARE STACK
We carefully designed the software stack to complement

the chosen hardware given that performance is a strong
function of the software architecture. To ensure low latency
landmark localization our software stack follows three main
steps to produce pose estimates from raw images:

1) Data Acquisition: Image streams are captured, dispar-
ity matched (for the stereovision pipeline), synchro-
nized, and transferred to the Jetson Xavier.

2) 2D Space Localization: Using a NN-based approach
with a modified YoloV3 network [37], landmarks are
detected and outlined by bounding boxes in the images.

3) 3D Space Localization: Depth from each landmark is
extracted by a clustering-based approach for stereovi-
sion and a NN-based approach for monocular vision.

A. Data Acquisition

Without precise time stamps accompanying each image,
inaccuracies as small as 10ms (i.e. the typical USB3 transport
latency for HD images) can result in 25cm localization errors
at high speeds – 50% of the allowable localization error.
To solve this, we developed a system where both pipelines
are triggered by a hardware timestamped signal generated
by the FPGA resulting in sub-microsecond accuracy, trans-
lating to sub-millimeter localization errors contributed by
the time synchronization. The stereo-pair images are given
this timestamp which is synchronized to the Xaviers master
clock using PTP. To ensure this same level of accuracy
for the USB3 monocular camera, a custom time-translation
process shown in Figure 6 was developed resulting in sub-
microsecond synchronization over USB3.

In the case of the monocular vision pipeline, there is an
inherent trade-off between localization accuracy and latency.
Methods for monocular depth estimation outlined in Section
II improve with increasing resolution, whereas the latency
of CNN based object detection algorithms scale linearly
with resolution. To side-step this issue images from the
monocular camera are captured at 1600x640 and trans-
ferred to the Jetson Xavier where they are later software
binned to 800x320. The low-resolution images are used for
object detection and the high-resolution images are used
for depth estimation. This allows for high accuracy depth
estimation while maintaining low-latency object detection.
As the system performance is bottlenecked by the accuracy
of the monocular depth estimation process, the use of low-
resolution images for object detection does not result in a
performance reduction. For the stereovision pipeline images
are also captured at 1600x640, but are 2x hardware binned
to increase the amount of light captured by each pixel.
The performance of the stereo matching process met all
requirements without the need for higher resolution.

Fig. 5. Camera Viewing Regions. For occlusion mitigation the cameras were mounted high within the vehicle roll hoop. Processing/transfer latency was
improved by cropping images on sensor to remove pixels above the horizon. The green and blue regions show the long and short range regions, respectively.
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Fig. 6. Monocular camera time synchronization. Variables used for time-translation calculations are highlighted in red for clarity. As the monocular
camera is triggered off of the same signal as the stereovision system, the timestamp (tf ) calculated from this process is then re-stamped with the closest
stereovision image timestamp. If this restamping process changes the timestamp by more than 15ms then the frame is thrown out.

B. 2D Localization: YoloV3

A critical challenge for NN-based perception systems is
poor generalization across different domains and perspec-
tives. To reduce this effect on our models, training data
was collected on multiple cameras and lenses from various
perspectives in different settings. A drawback of this process
is the training set distribution of landmark bounding box
sizes (in pixels) no longer represents what would be seen by
the network on vehicle. To solve this, we used a process
of scaling and tiling each set of images from a specific
sensor/lens/perspective combination such that their landmark
size distributions was representative of the distribution seen
on vehicle. This process is illustrated in Figure 7. Since
YOLOv3 makes detection width and height predictions by
resizing predefined anchor boxes, a k-means clustering algo-
rithm was then run on the post-scaled training data in height
and width space to give the network strong priors.

Fig. 7. CV-C Dataloader Pre-processing Stages. Each set of training images
from a specific sensor/lens/perspective combination are uniformly rescaled
such that their landmark size distributions match that of the camera system
on vehicle. Each training image is then padded if smaller than 800x320 or
split up into multiple images if larger than 800x320.

Each bounding box prediction estimates x, y, confidence,
width, height, and class (foreground/background) which are
penalized during training using loss constants as follows:

Ltotal = γclsLcls−ce + γBGLBG−bce + γFGLFG−bce

+γxy(Lx−mse + Ly−mse) + γwh(Lw−mse + Lh−mse)
(1)

To further improve detection accuracy a distributed
Bayesian optimization study was run to determine optimal
values for these five loss constants. Further gains were
obtained by switching from the SGD optimizer in the initial
implementation to Adam [27]. The accumulative perfor-
mance gains of these modifications are shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 8. The compounding benefits for each of the YoloV3 modifications
are shown as precision-recall curves with the converged upon values for the
loss constants from the optimization process being γBG=25.41, γFG=0.09,
γXY =1.92 and γWH=1.33. The resulting final mAP was 85.1% with 87.2%
recall and 86.8% precision through training on a dataset of 73k landmarks.

To reduce latency, NVIDIA’s TensorRT API was used to
infer on the batched images using the YoloV3 NN. Further
reductions were obtained by calibrating the network weights
to int-8 precision, resulting in a 10x latency improvement
when compared to a similar PyTorch implementation. Oc-
clusions were found to be problematic for depth estimation
downstream. To filter out these overlapping landmarks, ag-
gressive non-maximal suppression thresholds were used.

C. 3D Localization: Monocular Vision

Landmark localization accuracy for single camera systems
can be improved by using a priori knowledge of landmark
dimensions to provide scale to images. We leverage this
through the use of an additional residual NN, ReKTNet,
trained using 3.2k images, similar to [12]. ReKTNet detects
seven keypoints on each YoloV3 detection which are then
used in a Perspective-n-Point (PnP) algorithm to get scale
and, in turn, depth. The NN architecture and a sample output
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Fig. 9. The ReKTNet architecture consists of fully convolutional layers to detect seven keypoints on each cone (left). The dot product between collinear
vectors connecting keypoints on a cone is leveraged in the ReKTNet loss function (right).

are shown in Figure 9. To ensure the algorithm is made
robust to single keypoint outliers, all subset permutations of
the keypoints with one point removed are calculated if the
reprojection error from the seven keypoint estimate is above
a threshold. The lowest error permutation is then used.

To improve accuracy ReKTNet, contains two important
network modifications that build on the original imple-
mentation which can be generalized to other applications.
First, the fully connected output layer was replaced with a
convolutional layer to predict a probability heatmap over the
image for each keypoint. Convolutional layers outperform FC
layers at predicting features which are spatially interrelated
while also improving training convergence by having fewer
parameters. The expected value over the heatmap [35] is then
used as the keypoint location. The second modification is an
additional term in the loss function to leverage the geometric
relationship between keypoints as shown in Figure 9. Since
the keypoints on the sides of a cone are collinear, the unit
vectors between points on these lines must have a unity dot
product. One minus the values of these dot products are used
directly in the loss function; the same is done for the three
horizontal vectors across the cone. As the keypoint locations
need to be backpropagated, the differentiable expected value
function [35] is used to extract heatmap coordinates. Al-
though applied to cones here, this insight can be used in any
perception system detecting objects with known dimensions.
The final loss function is as follows:

Ltotal = Lmse + γhorz(2 − V12 · V34 − V34 · V56)+

γvert(4 − V01 · V13 − V13 · V35 − V02 · V24 − V24 · V46)
(2)

Similar to our YoloV3 work, a Bayesian optimization
framework was used to determine values for the loss con-
stants, resulting in γvert = 0.038 and γhorz = 0.055. The
overall process, along with the stereovision depth estimation
process described next, is illustrated in Figure 10.

D. 3D Localization: Stereo Vision

A major challenge in producing stereovision depth esti-
mates is point cloud segmentation of the landmark of interest,
especially when there is a lack of texture which results in
poor SGM performance. To solve this, we first convert each
detection from RGB to HSV and filter out pixels with V or S
values below 0.3. This both helps segmentation by removing
the asphalt background as well as removes the stripe on
each cone as this region lacks texture. To reduce latency,
if more than 200 points remain within the bounding box the
point cloud is downsampled and then clustered in XYZ and
RGB space. The XYZ-centroid of the cluster with the closest
average hue to the cone color is used as the cone location.
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Fig. 11. Landmark detection IOU distribution for various bounding box
sizes. Our system shows only minor variations in detection accuracy as a
function of landmark size and produces high IOUs with up to 75% fewer
pixels than the 20 pixel requirement of Section III. For mAP calculations,
IOUs below 50% were discarded. 10 bins were used to create the PDF.

VI. VALIDATION

System validation efforts were focused on validating the
four high-level requirements of Section III and the YoloV3
performance. The FOV requirement was satisfied by lens and
sensor selection, resulting in a horizontal FOV of 103◦.

Fig. 10. Depth Estimation Pipeline. After 2D space localization each set of bounding boxes follow a separate process resulting in long-range detection
from the stereovision pipeline and short-range detection from the monocular pipeline.
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To characterize mapping accuracy we first examined 2D
detection accuracy across three landmark sizes with results
shown in Figure 11. Each curve contains >24,000 landmarks
and was evaluated using a widely-used metric, intersection-
over-union (IoU), which measures alignment of our bounding
box with ground truth [37]. We achieve a median IoU of 88%
for large cones, and 83-84% for smaller cones with an overall
mAP of 85.1% – 9% above the current state-of-the-art [12]
which enables the mapping accuracy described next.
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Fig. 12. Depth estimation error vs. distance. Dotted lines provide bounds
set by the system requirements. Mean errors for the 100 frames of recorded
data were below 0.5m for both pipelines, and standard deviations were below
5cm for the monocular pipeline and 10cm for the stereo pipeline.

Mapping accuracy and look-ahead were validated in tan-
dem by using the track illustrated in Figure 2. The vehicle
was statically placed at five different locations and 100
frames were collected to estimate distances of the landmarks
in the system’s FOV. Ground truth values for Euclidean dis-
tances from the cameras were measured using a Leica laser
rangefinder to produce the results shown in Figure 12. The
experiment was done statically to remove the dependency on
the vehicle’s state estimation system.

The stereovision pipeline results show a maximum ef-
fective disparity error of 0.15 pixels – a hardware agnostic
metric which is 40% lower than the expected value [4]. To
provide a hardware agnostic comparison for the monocular
vision algorithm’s performance to the current state-of-the-art
[12] an expression based on a pin-hole camera model was
developed to quantify the localization accuracy as a function
of object size in both physical and pixel space given by:

∆D =

(
f

ph

∆D

D

)
hLM

pxLM
(3)

where ∆ D is the error [m], D is the euclidean distance to
the landmark [m], f is the camera focal-length [m], ph is the
physical height of a camera pixel [m], hLM is the physical
height of the landmark [m], and pxLM is the height of the
landmark in pixel space [px]. ∆D appears on both sides of
the expression as it was found that both the results outlined
here as well as in [12] produced absolute maximum errors
approximately linear with distance, implying a constant value
of ∆D/D which can be substituted into the expression.

The bracketed term on the right hand side provides a
non-dimensional constant measuring the number of pixels
required to localize a landmark with given dimensions with
a certain mapping accuracy. Our work results in a non-
dimensional constant of 34.6 compared to 268.4 from [12],

implying that our algorithm requires 7.7x less pixels to
localize an object with the same accuracy.

To validate system latency, all 8 Xavier CPU cores were
artificially stressed as each section of the pipeline was
profiled. As the landmark depths from both pipelines are pro-
cessed in series the latency linearly depends on the number
of landmarks detected. For this study, a track was artificially
set up such that the system detected 20 cones. In practice, the
look-ahead results in fewer than 20 cones detected, especially
in corner cases outlined in Section III where latency is most
important, making these results conservative.

Fig. 13. Monocular pipeline latency on the left with the stereovision
pipeline on the right. The total system latency is 10% under the 200ms
requirement, including frame to frame delays which account for 28% of the
total latency.

As is clear from Figure 13, both pipelines running in
parallel publish landmark locations within the budgeted
perception system latency. This measurement includes the
frame to frame delay, which accounts for scenarios where
landmarks come into the FOV immediately after the camera
shutter closes, and is responsible for 28% of the total latency.
This component of the latency stack is typically overlooked.
To provide context for these values, the median visual
perception latency of a human is 261ms for tasks far more
simplistic [45] – our perception system outdoes this by 45%.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Accurate and low-latency visual perception is applicable
to many domains, from autonomous driving to augmented
reality. We present challenges that required us to optimize
known solutions to develop designs for Formula Student
Driverless. The end result of this work is a perception system
that is able to achieve an sub-180ms latency from view to
depth estimation, with errors less than 0.5m at a distance of
20m. This system and its associated source code are available
for other teams as a baseline to build off of to facilitate
progress in high-performance autonomy.
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